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Quasi-Judicial and Ex Parte:  
De-mystifying Latin terminology

Quasi-Judicial versus Legislative

    Legislative:  Broad application, announcing policy, making law 
§ Amending municipal code, resolutions and proclamations
§ Examples: Short term rental ordinance; nuisance, building, zoning and 

land use codes

    Quasi-judicial:  Narrow application, does not make policy, applies policy

§ Applies existing law to a specific set of facts (and specific property)
§ Examples: Specific land use approvals, licensing hearings, nuisance 

abatement
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Why is this important?

Ø “No state shall deprive any person of life, liberty or property without Due Process of law”
§ (14th Amendment of the United States Constitution)

Ø So that everyone with an interest in the case, and all members of the decision-making 
body, hear the same evidence at the same time from the same sources

Ø To ensure opportunity for fair hearing before unbiased decision makers and that each of 
the Councilmembers have the benefit of the same input

Ø Final decisions can be appealed by anyone adversely affected by decision (with legal 
standing)
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Impartiality is the standard.  May be affected by:

 (1) Ex parte Communications: defined as communications between the        
Council/Commission/Board and one party, outside the presence of the 
other parties to the case, or affected individuals. 

      Eg) a neighbor comes up to you at Sweetie’s to express their concern with a certain   
                      development application

   (2) Pre-judgment or bias: You gave a speech or signed a petition advocating for 
a specific land use approval.  You posted on Facebook that you will never 
approve any application with affordable housing.

   (3) Conflict of Interest:  You (or immediate family) have a personal or private 
 interest in the matter proposed (pecuniary interest, financial benefit)
       Eg) Your spouse owns a restaurant seeking a liquor license 
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► How do you cure?
§ Either:
• Disclosure (on the record); or
• Recusal

§ Ask yourself: 
• Is your ability to decide the case fairly, impartially and based solely on 

the evidence presented at the hearing affected?
• Does an actual legal conflict exist?
• Does a perceived conflict exist?
• Did you express a pre-judgment bias?

         Pro Tip: When in doubt, ask your City Attorney!
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Suggestions

Ø Follow the process set out in the Code
§ Analyze, review and apply those factors or standards in an objective manner

§ Versus: personal opinions, subjective feelings or individual preferences

Ø Base your decisions on the facts, law, evidence and testimony in front of you
 
Ø Public Hearing creates and completes a “record”

§ Which a judge reviews (should your decision be appealed to District Court)
§ Deliberation is important

§ Consider “thinking out loud” – so your reasoning is included in the record

      Reminder: in Quasi-Judicial proceedings, you serve as the judge!






